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E ff o r t s a t S i t e s i n J a p a n
TDK sites in Japan worked towards the FY2010
target of reducing the total volume of waste by 3
percent or more from the FY2007 level. At 31,056
tons, the total volume of waste for FY2010 was 14.5
percent lower than for FY2007 (3.9 percent lower
compared to FY2009), demonstrating that the target
was met. At 25,898 tons, the volume of waste
recycled by outsourcing decreased by 6.8 percent
compared to FY2007 (2.3 percent compared to
FY2009).

TDK achieved zero emissions in all its sites in
Japan and overseas in FY2007. From the viewpoint of
effective utilization of resources, we have also
endeavored to reduce the amount of externally
processed and recycled waste.
We intend to refocus on our starting point of 3R
(Reduce, Reuse and Recycle) and work towards a
further reduction in the amount of generated waste.
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Sites outside Japan also worked towards the
same FY2010 target, namely to reduce the total
volume of waste by 3 percent or more from the
FY2007 level. At 29,954 tons, the total volume of
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Our activities will be focused on the following four
aspects:
1. Climate change
2. Environment and health
3. Sustainable use of natural resources and
sustainable management of waste
4. Nature and Biodiversity
Our environmental strategy with regard to products
will also be oriented along these lines.
In concrete terms, product environmental consideration can be classified into the following three
categories:
(1) Free of regulated chemical substances
(2) Effective use of resources (resource recycling/
resource saving)
(3) Energy-saving design (lower energy consumption in the production process/lower power
consumption, etc.)
At TDK, we regard it as a given that our products will
not contain any banned substances, and we also give
priority to reducing CO 2 emissions. Products are
developed under the following four key aspects:
Explore new sources of energy ̶ "Create Energy"
Store electrical energy ̶ "Store Energy"
Convert electrical energy efficiently ̶ "Convert Energy"
Reduce electrical energy consumption ̶ "Save Energy"

Consistently Creating
Environment-Conscious Products

Trends in Waste Emissions (Overseas)
（tons）

TDK defines the term “ product environmental
consideration ” as referring to products that are
designed in an environment-conscious manner (or to
environmentconscious design specifications). This
involves preventive management of products so that
they do not cause pollution. We believe that
protecting the environment ensures sustainability for
the company and is directly linked to product quality.
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In 1997, TDK introduced a product assessment
system that takes the environmental impact of a
product over its entire life cycle into account, from
the design and development stage right through to
the final stage.
Even minute amounts of chemical substances in
all parts that make up a product are recorded. The
energy expended during manufacturing, the energy
consumption reducing effect of the product, both on
its own and when used in another end product are
carefully assessed, and only such products that pass
strict evaluation criteria and are approved by the
General Manager of the Quality Assurance Depart-

ment can proceed to the manufacturing and
marketing stage.
In September 2008, we implemented another
important framework aimed at ensuring the
consistent creation of environment-conscious
products by defining the “Eco Love” and “Super Eco
Love” certification categories.
The energy expended during manufacturing, the
energy consumption reducing effect of the product,
both on its own and when used in another end
product are carefully assessed, and only such
products that pass strict evaluation criteria can
proceed to the manufacturing and marketing stage.
Out of the products approved in the product
assessment process, this certification framework selects
products that effectively reduce the environmental
burden and take the lead in the industry (Eco Love).
Among Eco Love items, those which are particularly
effective in reducing the environmental burden and that
integrate top-class technology, function and form are
certified as "Super Eco Love." These products are
introduced on our website.
The products may lose their certification if they
no longer conform to current requirements. This is
aimed at constantly providing incentives for
development and improvement.
Currently, the main focus is on climate change
(preventing global warming). Products whose
manufacture, distribution, and usage in the end product
contribute to saving energy or to the utilization of
alternative energy sources
What are Eco Love
will receive the Eco Love
products?
or Super Eco Love certification.
The ratio of Eco Love
Soper Eco Love
products
products within the total
sales for FY2010 is about
Eco Love products
15 percent*. The target
for FY2012 is to at least
EnvironmentConscious Products
double that to 30 percent or more.
Overall evaluation score

waste for FY2010 was 25.7 percent lower than
FY2007 (18.4 percent lower compared to FY2009),
which means that the target was met. At 22,696 tons,
the volume of waste recycled by outsourcing
decreased by 21.1 percent compared to FY2007
(22.1 percent compared to FY2009).

E ff o r t s a t O v e r s e a s S i t e s

Preventing Product Related
Exposure to Harmful Substances
through Proper Management

＊ Sales volume excluding magnetic head products and batteries

Note: Also see the special feature "TDK Products with Future Vision." in page
9-10.

Quantifying Environmental
Loads and Designing for the
Environment from the Outset
TDK uses LCA to calculate the environmental
impact of a product over its entire life cycle, based
on standard values. We also provide an ecological
profile compliant with the requirements of the ErP
Directive, and indicate the carbon footprint through
CO2 load levels. This is achieved by quantification of
measurable physical quantities (input and output
analysis). By tackling all environmental aspects, we
are able to design and develop products whose
overall impact on the environment has been
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